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Abstract

We present the fully automatic partial deduction system ecce, which can be used to
specialise and optimise logic programs. We describe the underlying principles of ecce
and illustrate some of the potential application areas. Interesting possibilites of crossfertilisation with other elds such as reachability analysis of concurrent systems and
inductive theorem proving are highlighted and substantiated.

1 Introduction
Program specialisation, also called partial evaluation or partial deduction, is an automatic
technique for program optimisation. The central idea is to specialise a given source program
for a particular application domain. Program specialisation encompasses traditional compiler
optimisation techniques, such as constant folding and in-lining, but uses more aggressive
transformations, yielding both the possibility of obtaining (much) greater speedups and more
diculty in controlling the transformation process.
In addition to achieving important speedups, program specialisation allows the user to
conceive more generally applicable programs using a more secure, readable and maintainable
style. The program specialiser then takes care of transforming this general purpose, readable,
but inecient program into an ecient one. Another interesting application consists of using
a program specialiser to obtain ecient implementations in the context of rapid prototyping.
Declarative programming languages, are high-level programming languages in which one
only has to state what is to be computed and not necessarily how it is to be computed.
Because of their clear (and often simple) semantical foundations, declarative languages o er
signi cant advantages for the design of semantics based program analysers, transformers and
optimisers. In this paper we1 will present the program specialisation system ecce which
exploits some of these advantages in the context of logic programming.
This paper is structured as follows. A rough introduction to partial deduction is given
in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss general control issues of partial deduction while in
Section 4 we discuss how termination of ecce is ensured. In Section 5 we give an overview
of some other features of ecce. We conclude with some potential application areas of ecce
in Section 6. Notably we highlight links with reachability analysis of concurrent systems as
well as with inductive theorem proving. We end with a discussion in Section 7.
The word \we" should not be interpreted as to some royal ambitions of mine. In fact, as most chapters
of this thesis are adapted from papers which other persons have co-authored, it just avoids confusing switches
of narrative.
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2 Partial Deduction
In contrast to ordinary (full) evaluation, a partial evaluator receives a program P along with
only part of its input, called the static input. The remaining part of the input, called the
dynamic input , will only be known at some later point in time. Given the static input S , the
partial evaluator then produces a specialised version PS of P which, when given the dynamic
input D, produces the same output as the original program P . The goal is to exploit the
static input in order to derive a more ecient program.
Partial evaluation has received considerable attention in logic programming [14, 25, 49]
and functional programming (see e.g. [21] and references therein). In the context of logic
programming [1, 40], full input to a program P consists of a goal G and evaluation corresponds
to constructing a complete SLDNF-tree for P [ fGg. The static input then takes the form
of a partially instantiated goal G0 (and the specialised program should be correct and more
ecient for all goals which are instances of G0 ). In contrast to other programming languages
and paradigms, one can still execute P for G0 and (try to) construct a SLDNF-tree for
P [ fG0g. However, because G0 is not yet fully instantiated, the SLDNF-tree for P [ fG0g
is usually in nite and ordinary evaluation will not terminate. A more re ned approach to
partial evaluation of logic programs is therefore required.
A technique which solves this problem is known under the name of partial deduction . Partial deduction originates from [24] (introductions can be found in [25, 14, 10, 30]). Its general
idea is to construct a nite set of atoms A and a nite set of nite, but possibly incomplete
SLDNF-trees (one for every2 atom in A) which \cover" the possibly in nite SLDNF-tree for
P [ fG0g. The derivation steps in these SLDNF-trees correspond to the computation steps
which have been performed beforehand by the partial deducer and the clauses of the specialised program are then extracted from these trees by constructing one specialised clause
per branch.
In [41], Lloyd and Shepherdson presented a fundamental correctness theorem for partial
deduction. The two basic requirements for correctness of a partial deduction of P wrt A are
the independence and closedness conditions. The independence condition requires that no
two atoms in A have a common instance, guaranteeing that the specialised program does not
produce additional answers. The closedness condition requires that all atoms in the leaves
of the SLDNF-trees are instances of an atom in A. This guarantees that all calls, which
might occur during the execution of the specialised program, are covered by some specialised
predicate de nition.
The latter condition also ensures that we have constructed a nite, complete, and (hopefully) as precise as possible, description of the (usually in nite) computation- ow. So, beyond
producing specialised programs, partial deduction can also be used to provide precise analyses
of the computation ow and interesting possibilites of cross-fertilisation with other areas such
as symbolic state space traversal, model checking or reachability analysis arise. We believe
that some of the techniques underlying e.g. the ecce system can be of use to enhance tools
and methods in these elds (as well as the other way around) and we somewhat instantiate
this claim in Section 6.4.
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Formally, an SLDNF-tree is obtained from an atom or goal by what is called an unfolding rule.
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3 Control of Partial Deduction
On-line vs. O -line Control

The control problems of partial evaluation and deduction in general have been tackled from
two di erent angles: the so-called o -line versus on-line approaches. The on-line approach
performs all the control decisions during the actual specialisation phase. It is within this
methodology that the partial deduction system ecce is situated. The o -line approach on the
other hand performs an analysis phase prior to the actual specialisation phase, based on some
rough descriptions of what kinds of specialisations will have to be performed. The analysis
phase provides annotations which then guide the control aspect of the proper specialisation
phase, often to the point of making it completely trivial.
Partial evaluation of functional programs [9, 21] has mainly stressed o -line approaches,
while supercompilation of functional [57, 56, 18] and partial deduction of logic programs
[15, 55, 4, 5, 45, 47, 28, 36] have concentrated on on-line control.
The main reason for using the o -line approach is to make specialisation more amenable to
e ective self-application [22]. On-line methods, however, usually obtain better specialisation,
because no control decisions have to be taken beforehand, i.e. at a point where the full
specialisation information is not yet available.

Global vs. Local Control
In partial deduction one usually distinguishes two levels of control [14, 47]:
 the global control , in which one chooses the set A, i.e. one decides which atoms will be
partially deduced, and
 the local control , in which one constructs the nite (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-trees
for each individual atom in A and thus determines what the de nitions for the partially
deduced atoms look like.
The control of partial deduction should ensure termination (see Section 4 below), adequate
specialisation and correctness (i.e. ensuring the independence and closedness conditions).
In practice the independence condition is usually ensured by a renaming 3 transformation,
and the control of partial deduction does not have to worry about this aspect of correctness.
The closedness condition can simply be ensured by repeatedly adding the uncovered
leaf atoms to A and unfolding them. Unfortunately this process generally leads to nontermination. For instance, the \reverse with accumulating parameter" program (see e.g.
[44, 46]) exposes this non-terminating behaviour. Thus, to ensure niteness of A, one usually
applies an abstraction operator.

De nition 3.1 (abstraction) Let A and A0 be sets of atoms. Then A0 is an abstraction of
A i every atom in A is an instance of an atom in A0. An abstraction operator is an operator
which maps every nite set of atoms to a nite abstraction of it.

The abstraction operator thus decides upon the nal set A and can therefore be seen as
encapsulating the global control of partial deduction. Similarly, the local control component
is usually encapsulated in what is called an unfolding rule, de ned as follows.
Renaming maps dependent atoms to new predicate symbols and thus generates an independent set without
precision loss. For instance, the dependent set A = fmember (a L) member (X [b ])g can be transformed into
the independent set A = fmember (a L) member (X [b ])g.
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De nition 3.2 (unfolding rule) An unfolding rule U is a function which, given a program
P and a goal G, returns a nite and possibly incomplete SLDNF-tree for P [ fGg.

4 Ensuring Termination
The aspect of termination can also be divided into a local and a global one. First, the problem
of keeping each SLDNF-tree nite is referred to as the local termination problem. Secondly
keeping the set A nite is referred to as the global termination problem.
To ensure termination well-founded orders can be used [5, 46, 45, 44]. However, in an
on-line setting, well-founded orders are sometimes too rigid or too complex [31]. The ecce
partial deduction system therefore mainly relies on well-quasi orders to ensure local and
global termination (although other unfolding rules and abstraction operators can be added
to the system by the advanced user).
Well-quasi orders are formally de ned as follows.

De nition 4.1 A quasi order V (i.e. a transitive and re exive binary relation) on a set V

is called a well-quasi-order (wqo) on V i for any in nite sequence of elements e1 ; e2 ; : : : in
V there are i < j such that ei V ej .
An interesting wqo is the homeomorphic embedding relation , which derives from results
by Higman [20] and Kruskal [26]. It has been used in the context of term rewriting systems in
[12], and adapted for use in supercompilation ([57]) in [56]. Its usefulness as a stop criterion
for partial evaluation is also discussed and advocated in [42]. Some complexity results are
summarised in[42]
The following is the de nition from [56], which adapts the pure homeomorphic embedding
from [12] by adding a rudimentary treatment of variables.

De nition 4.2 () The (pure) homeomorphic embedding relation  on expressions is de ned
inductively as follows:
1. X  Y for all variables X; Y
2. s  f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) if s  ti for some i
3. f (s1 ; : : : ; sn )  f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : si  ti .

The intuition behind the above de nition is that A  B i A can be obtained from B by
\striking out" certain parts, or said another way, the structure of A reappears within B . For
instance we have p(a)  p(f (a)) and indeed p(a) can be obtained from p(f (a)) by \striking
out" the f . Observe that the \striking out" corresponds to the application of the diving rule
2. We also have e.g. that: X  X , p(X )  p(f (Y )), p(X; X )  p(X; Y ) and p(X; Y )  p(X; X ).
While  is very generous and has a lot of desirable properties it still su ers from some
drawbacks. Indeed, as can be observed in the above example, the homeomorphic embedding
relation  as de ned in De nition 4.2 is rather crude wrt variables. In fact, all variables are
treated as if they were the same variable, a practice which is clearly undesirable in a logic
programming context. Intuitively, in the above example, p(X; Y )  p(X; X ) is acceptable,
while p(X; X )  p(X; Y ) is not. Indeed p(X; X ) can be seen as standing for something like
and(eq(X; Y ); p(X; Y )), which clearly embeds p(X; Y ), but the reverse does not hold.
Secondly,  behaves in quite unexpected ways in the context of generalisation, where it
can pose some subtle problems wrt the termination of a generalisation process (see [31]).
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To remedy these problems, [36, 30, 37] introduced the so called strict homeomorphic
embedding, which is used by the ecce system:
De nition 4.3 () Let A; B be expressions. Then B (strictly homeomorphically) embeds
A, written as A  B , i A  B and A is not a strict instance of B .
We now still have that p(X; Y )  p(X; X ) but not p(X; X )  p(X; Y ). Note that still
X  Y and X  X .

5 Other Features of the System
In this section we present some other aspects of the ecce system.

5.1 Global Control: Characteristic Trees and Atoms

The global control is often considered to be the more dicult part of controlling partial
deduction. A re ned approach is the one based on characteristic trees [15, 13], which capture the specialisation behaviour of atoms. An abstraction operator like the most speci c
generalisation4 (msg) is just based on the syntactic structure of the atoms to be specialised.
This is generally not such a good idea. Indeed, two atoms can be specialised very similarly
in the context of one program P1 and very dissimilarly in the context of another one P2 .
Characteristic trees [15, 13], however, capture (to some depth) how the atoms are specialised
and how they behave computationally in the context of the respective programs. An abstraction operator which takes these trees into account will notice their similar behaviour in the
context of P1 and their dissimilar behaviour within P2 , and can therefore take appropriate
actions in the form of di erent generalisations.
Unfortunately, as shown in [34], it is in general impossible to preserve characteristic trees
upon generalisation in the context of ordinary partial deduction. This can lead to severe
specialisation losses, as well as to non-termination of certain partial deduction algorithms.
A solution to this entanglement is presented in [28, 30], where it is called ecological partial
deduction. Its basic idea is to simply impose characteristic trees on the generalised atoms.
This amounts to associating characteristic trees with the atoms to be specialised | called
characteristic atoms | allowing the preservation of characteristic trees in a straightforward
way and circumventing the need for intricate generalisations. This feature is available in the
ecce system.
However, ecological partial deduction still requires a depth bound on the characteristic
trees in order to ensure termination. In [36, 30] it is shown that this leads to undesired
results in cases where the depth bound is actually required. A solution to this problem can
be obtained by combining ecological partial deduction with the (global) m-trees of [47]: The
basic idea is to structure combinations of atoms and associated characteristic trees in a global
tree, registering \causal" relationships among such pairs. By adapting the homeomorphic
embedding relation for characteristic trees one can then spot potential sequences of ever
growing characteristic trees and perform proper generalisation in order to avert the danger
(without having to impose a depth bound on characteristic trees). The details of this approach
have been elaborated in [36, 30] and it is implemented in the ecce system.
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Also known as anti-uni cation or least general generalisation, see e.g. [27].
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5.2 Conjunctive Partial Deduction

Conjunctive partial deduction has been designed with the aim of overcoming some limitations
inherent in \classical" partial deduction. The essential aspect lies in the joint treatment of
entire conjunctions of atoms, connected through shared variables, at the global level (complemented with some renaming to deliver program clauses). Basically, this can be seen as a
re nement of abstraction with respect to the conventional case. Indeed, in conjunctive partial deduction, a conjunction can be abstracted by either splitting it into subconjunctions, or
generalising syntactic structure, or through a combination of both. In classical partial deduction, on the other hand, any conjunction is always split (i.e. abstracted) into its constituent
atoms before lifting the latter to the global level. Details can be found in [35, 17, 30].
Apart from this aspect, the conventional control notions described above also apply in
a conjunctive setting. Notably, the concept of characteristic atoms can be generalised to
characteristic conjunctions, which are just pairs consisting of a conjunction and an associated
characteristic tree.
Conjunctive partial deduction enables the ecce system to e.g. perform tupling and deforestation (see Section 6), but it also diminishes the need for aggressive unfolding rules and
allows to reconcile specialisation and eciency of the specialised program (see [35, 30]).

5.3 Treatment of Built-ins

The ecce system also handles a lot of Prolog built-ins, like for instance =, is, <, =<, <,
>=, number , atomic , call , n ==, n =. All built-ins are supposed to be declarative and their

selection delayed until they are suciently instantiated. Thus ecce falls more into the line of
the sp [13, 14] system: both, unlike mixtus [55, 54] and paddy [50, 51, 52], do not attempt
to handle full Prolog.
The global control technique sketched in Section 5.1 is extended by also registering builtins in the characteristic trees (See [30].) Also, in order to adequately handle some built-ins,
the embedding relation  of De nition 4.2 has to be adapted. Indeed, some built-ins (like
= ::=2 or is=2) can be used to dynamically construct in nitely many new constants and
functors and thus  is no longer a wqo.
To remedy this, the constants and functors are partitioned into the static ones, occurring in the original program and the partial deduction query, and the dynamic ones. (This
approach is also used in [54, 55].) The set of dynamic constants and functors is possibly
in nite, and are therefore treated like the in nite set of variables in De nition 4.2 by adding
the following rule to the ecce system:
f (s1; : : : ; sm)  g(t1 ; : : : ; tn) if both f and g are dynamic
More re ned approaches are possible [31], but are not yet implemented in the current
version of ecce.

5.4 More Speci c Resolution Steps

Another feature implemented in ecce is the more speci c resolution step, rst presented in
[13]. The basic idea of the technique is to instantiate a goal by tentatively unfolding it and
then taking the msg of all so obtained instantiations. This achieves a simple kind of side-ways
information passing (see, however, the discussions in [33]). Take e.g. the following program:
6

rotate(leaf(N),leaf(N)).
rotate(tree(L,N,R),tree(LR,N,RR)) :- rotate(L,LR),rotate(R,RR).
rotate(tree(L,N,R),tree(RR,N,LR)) :- rotate(L,LR),rotate(R,RR).
prune(leaf(N),leaf(N)).
prune(tree(L,0,R),leaf(0)).
prune(tree(L,s(N),R),tree(LP,s(N),RP)) :- prune(L,LP),prune(R,RP).

as well as the following goal:
?- rotate(tree(L,0,R),TR),prune(TR,TRP).

Neither atom in the goal is determinate (without lookahead). After a more speci c resolution step which tentatively unfolds rotate(tree(L,0,R),TR) we obtain:
?- rotate(tree(L,0,R),tree(L1,0,R1)),prune(tree(L1,0,R1),TRP).

A simple side-ways information passing has been accomplished, which in this case reduces
the search space and improves the detection of determinacy (prune(tree(L1,0,R1),TRP) matches
only 1 clause while prune(TR,TRP) matched all 3 clauses of prune).

5.5 Postprocessing

Redundant Argument Filtering (RAF and FAR)

RAF is a technique developed in [39, 30] which detects certain5 redundant arguments. Basically, it detects those arguments which are existential and which can thus be safely removed.
RAF is very useful when performed after conjunctive partial deduction. On a range
of programs produced by conjunctive partial deduction (with renaming) in [39, 30], RAF
reduced code size and execution time by an average of approximately 20%. The algorithm
never increased code size nor execution time.
But redundant arguments also arise when one re-uses generic predicates for more speci c
purposes. For instance, let us de ne a member =2 predicate by re-using a generic delete =3
predicate:
member(X,L) :- delete(X,L,DL).
delete(X,[X|T],T).
delete(X,[Y|T],[Y|DT]) :- delete(X,T,DT).

Here the third argument of delete is redundant and will be removed by the ecce system
if RAF is enabled:
member(X,L) :- delete(X,L).
delete(X,[X|T]).
delete(X,[Y|T]) :- delete(X,T).

The ecce system also contains the reverse argument ltering (FAR) of [39, 30] (\reverse"
because the safety conditions are reversed wrt RAF). While RAF detects existential arguments (which might return a computed answer binding), FAR detects arguments which can
be non-existential and non-ground but whose value is never used (and for which no computed
answer binding will be returned). Take e.g. the following program:
5

Finding all redundant arguments is undecidable in general [39, 30].
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p(X) :q(Z).

q(f(X)).

Here the argument of q(f (X )) is not a variable but the value is never used. The ecce
system will remove this argument if FAR is enabled:
p(X) :q.

q.

Determinate Postunfolding (DPU) and Dead Code Elimination (DCE)
The determinate postunfolding phase searches for atoms in the body of clauses which only
match a single clause. These atoms will then be unfolded (given some safety criterion to
ensure termination). This simple postprocessing phase can be highly bene cial, but also
often gives rise to dead code, i.e. code that is unreachable (in the predicate dependency
graph) from the goal G for which a program is specialised. The dead code elimination phase
therefore takes care to remove such code.
While generating code, ecce will also remove useless clauses of the form H F; H; G.

6 Some Applications of the ecce system
Below we present some possible applications of the ecce system. Unless explicitly stated
otherwise, all experiments were conducted with the default settings of ecce. For other
examples, the interested reader may consult [29] and also [30].

6.1 Removing Meta-Interpretation Overhead

Removing interpretation overhead is one of the traditional (and successful) applications of
partial evaluation. The following is an interpreter for the ground representation (this particular implementation is called the mixed representation in [32, 30]), slightly adapted from the
one already specialised in [13].
solve(GrRules,[]).
solve(GrRules,[NgH|NgT]) :non_ground_member(term(clause,[NgH|NgBody]),GrRules),
solve(GrRules,NgBody),solve(GrRules,NgT).
non_ground_member(NgX,[GrH|GrT]) :- make_non_ground(GrH,NgX).
non_ground_member(NgX,[GrH|GrT]) :- non_ground_member(NgX,GrT).
make_non_ground(G,NG) :- mkng(G,NG,[],Sub).
mkng(var(N),X,[],[sub(N,X)]).
mkng(var(N),X,[sub(N,X)|T],[sub(N,X)|T]).
mkng(var(N),X,[sub(M,Y)|T],[sub(M,Y)|T1]) :- N \= M,mkng(var(N),X,T,T1).
mkng(term(F,Args),term(F,IArgs),InSub,OutSub) :- l_mkng(Args,IArgs,InSub,OutSub).
l_mkng([],[],Sub,Sub).
l_mkng([H|T],[IH|IT],InSub,OutSub) :mkng(H,IH,InSub,IntSub),l_mkng(T,IT,IntSub,OutSub).

Specialisation of this meta-interpreter for the following query, i.e. for append as the objectlevel program together with some partial input at the object-level,
8

?-solve([term(clause,[term(app,[term(null,[]),var(l),var(l)])]),
term(clause,[term(app,[term(cons,[var(h),var(x)]),var(y),
term(cons,[var(h),var(z)])]),term(app,[var(x),var(y),var(z)])])],
[term(app,[term(cons,[term(a,[]),term(cons,[term(b,[]),X])]),Y,Z])]).

results in the following specialised program in which almost all of the overhead of the
ground representation has been removed and in which even specialisation at the object-level
has been performed (something which o -line systems cannot do, in one go at least):
solve__1(X1,X2,term(cons,[term(a,[]),term(cons,[term(b,[]),X3])])) :non_ground_member_conj__3(X1,X2,X3).
non_ground_member_conj__3(term(null,[]),X1,X1).
non_ground_member_conj__3(term(cons,[X1,X2]),X3,term(cons,[X1,X4])) :non_ground_member_conj__3(X2,X3,X4).

6.2 Removing Higher-Order Overhead

One can often get rid of the overhead of higher-order programming via partial deduction in
general (see also [48] using mixtus) and ecce in particular. Take the following program
containing implementations of the higher-order predicates map and reduce.
map(P,[],[]).
map(P,[H|T],[PH|PT]) :- Call =.. [P,H,PH],call(Call),map(P,T,PT).
reduce(Func,Base,[],Base).
reduce(Func,Base,[H|T],Res) :reduce(Func,Base,T,TRes),Call =.. [Func,H,TRes,Res],call(Call).
reduce_add(List,Res) :- reduce(add,0,List,Res).
add(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X + Y.

By specialising this program with ecce for the goal map(reduce add,X,Y) the overhead of
the higher-order programming has been removed:6
map(reduce_add,X1,X2) :- map__1(X1,X2).
map__1([],[]).
map__1([X1|X2],[X3|X4]) :- reduce_add__2(X1,X3),map__1(X2,X4).
reduce_add__2([],0).
reduce_add__2([X1|X2],X3) :- reduce__3(X2,X4),X3 is '+'(X1,X4).
reduce__3([],0).
reduce__3([X1|X2],X3) :- reduce__3(X2,X4),X3 is '+'(X1,X4).

6.3 Tupling and Deforestation

Conjunctive partial deduction allows the ecce system to perform tupling (translating multiple
visits of the same data structure into a single visit, see e.g. [49]) and, together with redundant
argument ltering explained in Section 5.5 above, deforestation (getting rid of intermediate
data structures, see [60]). These optimisations allow the composition of di erent simple
predicates | performing just one task and which are therefore simpler to write and verify |
without incurring the resulting overhead.
Take for example the following program, in which a double-append predicate is written
in a straightforward manner by reusing the normal append:

Using a more sophisticated post-processing, it would be possible to merge the two predicates reduce 2
and reduce 3. Such an optimisation is planned for a future release of ecce.
6
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da(X,Y,Z,R) :- app(X,Y,I),app(I,Z,R).
app([],L,L).
app([H|X],Y,[H|Z]) :- app(X,Y,Z).

The predicate da is simple to write but quite inecient because an intermediate list I is
unnecessarily constructed and re-visited. By invoking ecce for the query da(X,Y,Z,R) one
obtains the following specialised program:
da([],Y,Z,R) :- app(Y,Z,R).
da([H|X],Y,Z,[H|R]) :- da(X,Y,Z,R).
app([],L,L).
app([H|X],Y,[H|Z]) :- app(X,Y,Z).

which no longer constructs or traverses the intermediate list I. See [23, 30] for further
details and for current limitations of ecce concerning tupling and deforestation (getting rid
of these limitations is a topic of further research).

6.4 Reachability Analysis

Using partial deduction it is possible to analyse the computation ow, and thus also the
reachable states, of logic programs or even other entities mapped to logic programs via metaprogramming. As a simple example, we show how we can use ecce to analyse reachable
markings or safeness properties of Petri Nets [53]. We believe that other possibilites for
application and cross-fertilsation exist with areas such as symbolic state space traversal (e.g.
[3]) or ( nite) model checking (e.g. [2, 8]). Take for instance the following simple Petri net:

1 a PPPPq


dn
PiPPP )
b

n

By a straightforward translation one obtains a (non-terminating) logic program which
calculates the reachable markings [53] of the Petri net:
state(X,Y,reach(X,Y)).
state(s(X),Y,R) :- state(X,s(Y),R).
state(X,s(Y),R) :- state(s(X),Y,R).

/* transition a */
/* transition b */

The rst two arguments of state represent the current marking (i.e. the number of tokens
in each place) while the third argument is the output.
When specialising this program for the query state(s(0),0,X1) we obtain the following
specialised program (for the examples in this subsection we used a slightly more aggressive
unfolding rule than the one selected in the default setting):
state__1(reach(s(0),0)).
state__1(reach(0,s(0))).

To analyse 1-safeness [53] of the above Petri net we can use the following straightforward
logic program translation:
unsafe(s(s(_X)),_Y).
unsafe(_X,s(s(_Y))).
unsafe(s(X),Y) :- unsafe(X,s(Y)).
unsafe(X,s(Y)) :- unsafe(s(X),Y).

/* transition a */
/* transition b */
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When specialising unsafe(s(0),0) we get the following program, i.e. the Petri net is 1-safe
for the particular initial marking in the above gure:
unsafe(s(0),0) :- fail.

When specialising unsafe(s(0),s(0)) we get the following program, i.e. for an initial marking
with 1 token in each place the Petri net is not 1-safe:
unsafe(s(0),s(0)).

Observe that none of the above queries (universally) terminate under Prolog or SLDresolution.

6.5 Inductive Theorem Proving

The relation between program specialisation and theorem proving has already been raised
several times in the literature [58, 16, 59]. In this subsection we show how ecce can be used
to perform some basic inductive theorem proving. Take the following simple program.
even(0).
even(s(X)) :- odd(X).
odd(s(X)) :- even(X).

By specialising this program with ecce, combined with a more speci c program construction phase [43] (another, optional, post-processing phase implemented in ecce), for the
query even(X),odd(X) one can derive that the query fails and that no number is even and odd
at the same time. This example poses diculties for quite a lot of abstract interpretation
methods.
Next we show how one can derive the associativity of the plus operation on natural
numbers using the ecce system (with default settings7 ).
plus(0,X,X).
plus(s(X),Y,s(Z)) :- plus(X,Y,Z).
pasoc(X,Y,Z,R1,R2) :- plus(X,Y,XY),plus(XY,Z,R1),

plus(Y,Z,YZ),plus(X,YZ,R2).

After specialisation and more speci c program construction we get the following program, were the fact that R1 and R2 are identical (i.e. plus is associative) has been deduced
(arguments 4 and 5 of pasoc are identical).
pasoc(X1,X2,X3,X4,X4) :- pasoc__1(X1,X2,X3,X4,X4).
pasoc__1(0,X1,X2,X3,X3) :- plus_conj__3(X1,X2,X3,X3).
pasoc__1(s(X1),X2,X3,s(X4),s(X4)) :- plus_conj__2(X1,X2,X3,X4,X4).
plus_conj__2(0,X1,X2,X3,X3) :- plus_conj__3(X1,X2,X3,X3).
plus_conj__2(s(X1),X2,X3,s(X4),s(X4)) :- plus_conj__2(X1,X2,X3,X4,X4).
plus_conj__3(0,X1,X1,X1).
plus_conj__3(s(X1),X2,s(X3),s(X3)) :- plus_conj__3(X1,X2,X3,X3).
7
Which is somewhat surprising, as the associativity of plus is the classical example to illustrate the rippling
heuristic in inductive theorem proving (e.g. in [6]). No such heuristic is required here. Nonetheless, we
believe that a fruitful cross-fertilisation between control techniques for inductive theorem proving and partial
deduction is possible and desirable.
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In future work we plan to integrate constrained partial deduction [34] as well as the
more re ned algorithm of [33], which interleaves bottom-up abstract interpretation steps
with top-down conjunctive partial deduction unfolding steps, into the ecce system. First
investigations indicate that this will make it possible to prove much more sophisticated inductive theorems as well as provide increased specialisation capabilities in other settings as
well.

7 Further Discussion and Conclusion
Various experiments with the ecce system can be found in [37, 23, 30]. The results indicate
de nite improvements over sp [13, 14] mixtus [55, 54] and paddy [50, 51, 52] (for declarative
logic programs; to specialise full Prolog programs mixtus and paddy remain the systems of
choice).
Several areas of ecce can be pinpointed for further re nement. Implementing constructive
negation [7] as well as providing support for the if-then-else construct | both to be found e.g.
in sage [19] | are essential for certain applications. Support for tabled logic programming,
using the ideas developed in [38], will also be useful in practice.
Although, at least for the default settings, ecce will rarely worsen the speed of a program,
a good way to fully prevent slowdowns in practice remains a pressing open question. Also, in
some cases (e.g. when specialising the ground representation with partially static arguments)
the present global control regime will allow way too many versions as warranted by the actual
specialisation that can be achieved. For both of these problems, a promising direction might
be to incorporate a more detailed eciency and cost estimation into the global and local
control of (e.g. based on [11]).
The speed of the ecce system itself | currently still a prototype in a lot of respects | is
another area of possible improvement (although the transformation times are comparable to
those of mixtus). One could try to incorporate ideas from [52] which allow the paddy system
to be very ecient. Some time should also be spent on a more ecient implementation of
 (the current implementation is still quite naive).

Availability and Pricing

The ecce partial deduction system is freely available (for non-commercial and non-military
use) at [29] together with the dppd (Dozens of Problems for Partial Deduction) library of
benchmarks. Further details about the various techniques used in the ecce system can most
conveniently be found in [30] or by consulting [28, 36, 37, 35, 17, 39, 23].
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